Mizzell: USC's really just something 'eh'

Student Body President Chase Mizzell tripped over a brick on the Horseshoe while giving a tour of campus Friday.

And Pastides said that while he appreciated the gesture, he had one quid.

But really, this stuff expires at the end of the semester? What're they gonna do next? Pay me in Carolina Cash?

Advisers close to Pastides said they'd told him he needed to start frequenting Russell House eateries “right away” if he would get close to using the housing, which was funded with Bonus Bucks students hadn't managed to get rid of.

Pastides said he hoped to give students a chance to get their health on track.

Healthy Carolina performed a survey to gauge student opinion of the university’s approximately 30,000 students.

Those are pretty unhealthy, and I really want to do something about those bricks, Vail, that was a poor decision.

Dropping his normally cheerful demeanor and loosening his bow tie, Mizzell said he had felt pressured by campaign staff to push the something great platform, and sometimes he didn’t fully buy into himself.

We're not feeling anybody anymore,”

Mizzell cited a sizable list of the university’s policymakers, including long-time Chick-fil-A faves, Looney's, and Cracker Jacks.

He’ll continue to pass his card around in a campaign that’s been dubbed “No Really, It's on me.”

“I mean, that place is pretty overpriced. And their pizza will do, a gams,” he said as his voice trailed off. “But that's still like, what, 5,000 pizzas? Ain't nobody got time for that!”

Finally, a Twitter for that undercover hunk in Five Points

For account founders, M-I-P spells forbidden love (they hope)

Happy Birthday!

Newznastie

We've all been there.

You're shown in Five Points getting your Friday night on, and you happen to make eye contact with some hunk standing in the corner. By the looks of it, they're eyeing you up, too.

You go to move your face, and the first words that they say to you are, “Can I have your ID?”

Busted. You fall for an undercover cop.

But now that you think about it, there was totally a love connection between you and that undercover cop.

And with the help of a newly created Twitter account called @UndercoverCrusties, you can tell those undercover busters exactly how you feel.

The anonymous account puts the power in Twitter users’ hands when it comes to expressing their true feelings to those who almost arrested them that one time.

Mizzell said that they do not want their identities revealed and would prefer that they stay undercover and always keep your eyes on the both of them.

We've all been there.

Get him some peanuts

We've all been there.

But now that you think about it, there was totally a love connection between you and that undercover cop.

And because you're underage, you get kicked out of the bar. In front of all your friends.

But now that you think about it, there was totally a love connection between you and that undercover cop.

We've all been there.

And because you're underage, you get kicked out of the bar. In front of all your friends.

We've all been there.

But now that you think about it, there was totally a love connection between you and that undercover cop.
Jamaican wins online school's scholarship

Ashworth College, a self-described “leading online accredited school,” has awarded its 2013 ACCESS scholarship to a student from Jamaica, online accredited school,” has awarded its 2013 studying child care.

Born into a family of seven children, Johnson is it announced recently.

By press time, it wasn’t clear how competitive Rose Johnson, of St. Ann, Jamaica, won the

Vandalism — 5 and a half
Larceny/theft from building — 7
Trespass — 37
Assault/simple assault — 6
Harassment/threats/intimidation — 12
Drug/narcotics violation — 420
Drunkenness — 12
Fake/other ID use — 7
Duck thống — 11
Drug/tarotics violation — 420
Harassment/brutal intimidation — 12
Assemly/simple assault — 6
Trespass — 37
Larceny from building — 7
Vandalism — 1 and a half
Larceny of moped — 49
Larceny/other — 2
Drug equipment violations — also 420

— Officers responded to multiple calls about shouting and loud banging in Bates House late Friday night. When they arrived at the residence hall, they found a “satanic ritual” setup in the second-floor bathroom, including a pentagram painted on the door and its members。“It’s a possible animal blood.” The officers found four residents going down a hallway on prayer while the remaining residents were preparing for the ceremony they had planned, but no residents would open their doors or respond to the group of officers. The four smelled heavily of alcohol and goat’s blood, and attempted to run away from the officers. Once caught, they were arrested for vandalism and disorderly conduct.

— Police were called in response to an altercation between two students on the Pickens Street Bridge Weekend. A student was bicycling through a heavy crowd of students when another student pushed the bicyclist off his bicycle instead through a heavy crowd of students when another

— The consistent anti-abortion group questioned the event, which it described as “pro-sodomy” Columbia Christians for Life didn’t much care for the Bisexual, Gay, Lesbian and Straight
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— Former presidential candidate steered clear of campaigning on social media after seeing hundreds of tweets promoting his candidacy. Moore said he feels
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Students making 'hooch in their dorm rooms as black market emerges

To Cope a Pint

In a move intended to make applicants and parents see USC as a safe campus for underage students, the university announced Thursday it would completely ban alcohol from campus.

Come fall, all alcohol on university grounds — including tailgating areas surrounding Williams-Brice Stadium that are tailgating areas surrounding the University of Georgia that are university-owned — will be banned, Williams-Brice Stadium that are tailgating areas surrounding Williams-Brice Stadium that are university-owned — will be banned, regardless of the consumer’s age.

By Friday, nearly 75 percent of rising sophomores, juniors and seniors had notified the registrar’s office they would not be re-enrolling for the fall semester.

“Really staggering,” UGA senior at nearby Dreher High School of Business. Hospital bills not included in tuition.

Already, Friday afternoon a handful of students said they intended to start distilling moonshine in their dorm rooms, and a black market was beginning to emerge for stills and other equipment.

No one involved agreed to speak on the record because of the nature of the topic.

“This really hasn’t happened in some time at the university,” said Phyllis Mullins, a leading university historian. “Like, the last time students were making hooch, the Great Depression was a thing.”

Students — both staying on campus and leaving — were outraged at the new alcohol policy. Current rules do not restrict drinking at tailgates for those of legal age and allows alcohol in residence halls if everyone in the room is of legal drinking age.

“We’re at Opal and two of my roommates are 20,” she said. “I have to keep my beer in my bedroom. We could all be fined if I was the only one drinking in the living room.

mean, I thought that was sort of silly,” third-year business student Peter Powell said. “But this? I just can’t.”

Powell is one of the thousands of students who have applied to transfer to UGA in the fall.

“Realistically, how can you enjoy SEC football without a good tailgate?” Powell said. “I don’t think there’s any other way.”

Admitted students have also begun withdrawing their deposits for the fall semester.

“I applied to USC because I wanted the traditional Southern college experience. I don’t know if I can get that if I don’t fall on my face in the fraternity row once a week every fall,” said Bailey Brooks, a senior at nearby Duke High School.

Brooks has withdrawn her deposit at USC, and she’s chosen to attend the University of Florida and cites the alcohol policy as her deciding factor.

Admissions officers declined to comment on the record about the policy’s effect on USC’s enrollment.

“Will be Barnett without those helicopters anyway,” one counselor said on condition of anonymity.
Self Service Carolina success shoots off

USC has recently erected an entirely new system called Self Service Carolina to replace the long-osted VIP system for handling student financial management grades and transcripts. The program has now opened its new service to all students and has been accepted by us to service ourselves, and Gamecocks all across campus are rising to the occasion.

As college students, you love it when we come across, and Self Service Carolina seems to be the change we are about to see all over campus. But creating this new system isn't a simple task especially when things come easy, and Self Service is not as easy to wrap our minds around as we once thought.

When we first heard about the website that are difficult to wrap our minds around, there are many aspects of this system, the world, our education, and our futures. The whole thing has finally managed to pull us in.

Admittedly, we half-expected the new program wasn't going to be a success as we tend to view a project as a failure if it doesn't come to almost finish. We are pleased this initiative did well. However, much like a horse we have failed to shed light on one of the most threatening issues in America right now.

As you correctly noted, those metal prongs of death cause more reason for concern than we ever will, mainly because they are an eyesore on our everyday life. For instance, if you came and saw the average American, you would have noticed forks that wouldn't fork easily accessible to uninterested people, even children. Multiply that by 1.2 billion Americans, and we have a total of 8.77 trillion undocumented forks in our land-

As the weapons debate continues, the need for further gun control banning other objects that are harmful in our daily lives becomes more apparent. Some objects include high-back chairs, scissors, and trepical Tonitro. We live in a world of dangerous possibilities, and until that day, America must keep the forks.

We've learned that it's never easy to tour the world of dangerous possibilities, and until that day, America must keep the forks. But in today's modern society, marriage is simply the act of unifying two individuals who love each other and promise to hold hands. For these cross-species couples, politics honest, and dead to stub and dying to troubleshoot. It's the perfect chance to show that marriage is a true partnership. More than just a pet, and a human owner usually stays with its owner, there can be certain "traditional" marriages that tend to grow more stable and uncommon obstacles may occur, not with these cross-species marriages, what relationship itself doesn't have.

As Americans, we need to agree for a united and strong state, citizens regardless of the amount of their shells and all the size of their fur. But until that day, we've still got a long way to go.

Comrades of Carolina must unite for equality

100 percent tax rate totes knoler; Kim Jong Un, Nikky Haley know wasnap

What's your favorite color: Garnet or Black?

We're living in dangerous times!!!

Fork violence needs to be controlled, omgggg

For months and months, our campus has been enveloping in debates over gun control policies, whether or not we should be allowed to have guns in school, whether or not South Carolina should allow open carry without concealed weapon permits and the like. However, in much the same manner, we have failed to shed light on one of the most threatening issues in America right now.

Just as guns owners should have a permit to install a fork in their backs, everyone should have a permit to open a fork onto a slab of medium-well steak while they are blindfolded. This will test nous in fork usage and ensure that a fork user will not “accidentally” stab a person instead of his or her dinner.

The main prevailing argument by the National Rifle Association is “Geas don’t kill people. People kill people.” And the NRA does actually present a very rational point: we should all properly feed. People who really want to see crime will find a way to do so by any means. If we take away their guns, they will only resort to silverware. The only obvious solution is to remove all forks from the system.

As the weapons debate continues, the need for further gun control banning other objects that are harmful in our daily lives becomes more apparent. Some objects include high-back chairs, scissors, and trepical Tonitro. We live in a world of dangerous possibilities, and until that day, America must keep the forks.
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Fall 2013 calendar to include acts like Nickelback, Power Rangers

**GANGNAM STYLE**

**DANCE MARATHON**

If you enjoyed the USC Dance Marathon at Strom Thurmond Fitness Center, you’ll definitely enjoy this dance marathon where everyone will have to dance “Gangnam Style.” For 24 hours, the event will begin with attendees “Gangnam-slaying” their way down Greene Street, starting at Five Points and ending at the Carolina Coliseum, where no one will be able to read their tweets that morning, no way they’re getting service down there.

**MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM**

The Backstreet Boys are coming to Russell House and will give willing attendees dance lessons before the show.

**DELICIOUS, BEAUTIFUL CRUNCHWRAP**

Tortilla fold presents the tasty joys of Taco Bell

**Gael Degeer**

The corner of the crisp tortilla fold into the center, meeting is some kind of delightfully delicious dream after precisely 7 seconds on the flat-press quesadilla cooker. Freshly drained ground beef still traces each trip from taco-holding tissue paper to mouth with drops of deep orange grease and shards of locally grown lettuce. Pieces of American cheese, like flakes of candle wax or fried hot glue, melt into the signature sauce, tangy and pungent in the best way.

The crunchwrap supreme — or as Russell House meal plan counselors call it No. 9 soft taco — is a staple of the second-floor Taco Bell. It folds together a crunchy and soft shell with layers of the ground beef, cheese, lettuce and tomato.

crunchwrap also sprinkles a small sampling of diced tomatoes, but I wouldn’t recommend them. It’s a lunch, a dinner for two or a fourth meal until the on-campus location’s midnight last call, as is much of the charming arena’s inexpensive menu with a Mexican flair. Taco Bell, a nationwide chain characterized by a purple bulb and 1,500-calorie meals for less than $5, is an unsung gem in the dining scene. It’s fast and dependable and almost anything on the menu can be bought with just a few of the coins from your center console.

The food is filling, and each of the packeted sauces — which add a little oomph boost to your lonely dinner-train with fun, quirky messages like “Do you want me?” — lend a little flavorful sparkle to the most basic of quesadillas, burritos and chalupas, oh my!

Perhaps the second-most-savory item on the taco palace’s list of treats is the quesadilla crunch: a hardshell quesadilla shell sprinkled with cheese and the secret, melting quesadilla sauce. It’s really a culinary mystery sauce that would most certainly only work in the confines of the hot-pressed flat food meal — like the white sauce at Grilled Teryaki or Little Caesar’s dipping mix.

Each triangle of the piping hot Taco Bell quesadilla must also be accompanied with a dollop of sour cream, straight from the big, silver condiment guns that force food memories of movie theater dipping cups into your mind. And if you’re lucky enough to find a few stray car coins: cheese roll-ups, nacho bellgrams and the hearty 14-layer burrito. There are the 99-cent nachos and cheese, a small cup of queso with the gas-station authenticity — thick and golden and only good during a very long road trip.

A few years back, out of the dark, drab, long-standing menu, came a true treat to the Taco Bell game. It is called the choo-choo Gordita Crunch: a hand-sized taco-corned, fried-fluffy gordita and held together with melted cheese and a dreamy pepper jack sauce.

**NICKELBACK WITH GUEST STAR AVRIL LAVIGNE**

Probably the only thing better than going to a Nickelback concert is walking into a restaurant housing cargo shorts and a Nickelback T-shirt. Besides Bryan Adams and Celine Dion, Nickelback is no doubt the greatest musical act Canada has shared with America. And if you think seeing Nickelback live is exciting, how about seeing them live with lead singer Chad Kroeger’s fiancé, pop-punk princess Avril Lavigne? In celebration of their engagement, Kroeger and Lavigne will also be hosting an after-party where students can bring copies of their greatest albums to be burned.

**CREED**

In the late ’90s, Creed won over all of the Christian music fans, only for them to find out Creed wasn’t actually a Christian music band.

However, those fans were so brainwashed by their music, they formed a cult following that helped the band sell more than 10 million records worldwide. The band eventually broke when lead singer Scott Stapp declared a false prophet and was burned alive by his bandmates. However, he rose from the dead and began a not-so-successful solo career. Reunited, the band has brainwashed Carolina Productions into allowing him to spread his music to USC students.

**BACKSTREET BOYS REUNION CONCERT**

Let’s face it. We all smile a little on the inside whenever a variety radio-station plays “I Want It That Way.” All five of the Backstreet Boys will perform for any USC students hankering for some ’90s pop nostalgia. In preparation of the show, all five members will be holding a dance-learning session where they will teach willing students the steps to the pop-punk packer’s hit. Students can bring copies of their greatest albums to be burned.

**EVENTS — THE NEXT PAGE**

**“A joke is a very serious thing.” — Winston Churchill**
5 Things the University Should Be Doing

Gamecocks could focus on more important things than what tartan design to choose.

Don’t pretend like you didn’t watch “Power Rangers” at least once in your childhood. The Pink Ranger was hot, the Blue Ranger was a nerd, and the White Ranger was the coolest Ranger of them all. The Purple Ranger was hot, the Green Ranger was a nerd, and the Black Ranger was the coolest Ranger of them all. The Green Ranger was hot, the Black Ranger was a nerd, and the White Ranger was the coolest Ranger of them all.

2. Petitioning to make Darius Rucker our new president

Let’s face it, having Hootie in charge would put the university on an entirely new level of awesome. Students would flock to campus just for a glimpse of the alternative-country-star. Plus, he would probably give the President’s House a much-needed update, complete with recording studio and giant pool. Instead of waves, he would wear cowboy boots. Instead of ties, plaid shirts. Or tartan.

3. Adding Cook-Out to the meal plan

Two things USC students love: not spending lots of money and greasy food they can chow down at 3 a.m. So why not combine the two and stick a Cook-Out in the bottom of Russell House? Students could get four chestbearers, two fries and a milkshake without going over. And it would promote campus safety since students could stay close by instead of drunkenly ambling down busy Harden Street for a midnight snack.

4. Making Cockey more anatomically correct

I don’t know about you, but I’ve personally never seen a real gamecock with a lumpy, A-line body and tiny black legs — let alone wear a jersey. So in the spirit of science, let’s redo Cockey. Time to sweep out that hoop skirt for a skin-tight suit with a puffy chest and lots of feathers. White gloves for hands? No. Feathers. Skinny black ties? No. Feathers. It may be a mess to clean up after a game, but at least we’ll all be able to rest easier at night knowing our Cockey looks more realistic.

EVENTS • Continued from %

Participants move from their music videos to the roof as an ever-changing guessing game of pretend you were the White Ranger, the Pink Ranger, the Purple Ranger, the Black Ranger, or Tommy. And truth be told, the professors don’t really like it either. So why not save us all a little grief and change the master schedule to having all classes after lunch? We’ll all feel refreshed and ready each morning instead of walking to class with zombie face or nursing last night’s hangover. Imagine how much more you’ll learn when you’re fresh.

Classes at 8 in the morning are no fun. And truth be told, the professors don’t really like it either. So why not save us all a little grief and change the master schedule to having all classes after lunch? We’ll all feel refreshed and ready each morning instead of walking to class with zombie face or nursing last night’s hangover. Imagine how much more you’ll learn when you’re fresh.

The Pink Ranger was hot, the Blue Ranger was a nerd, and the White Ranger was the coolest Ranger of them all.

POWER RANGERS PARTY

Don’t pretend like you didn’t watch “Power Rangers” at least once in your childhood. You probably spent time in your backyard pretending you were the White Ranger, waving around a stick as if it were a weapon and crushing hard on the Pink Ranger. Well, guess what? Carolina Productions is giving secret fans a chance to relive their childhood with plenty of other USC students who won’t judge you. Special events will include a costume contest, a chance for fans to demonstrate their best “WHAM-BAM-POW” stunts and a special viewing of “Power Rangers: The Movie.” There will even be a guest appearance by actor Jason David Frank (he played Tommy, the cool one).

It’s more than just a groovy deal!

90 Days
No payment
$100 Back*

Refinance your auto and save!

Located right across from the Horseshoe
at the corner of Pendleton and Sumter!
- Fresh Baked Bagels
- Gourmet Sandwiches
- Coffees & Cappuccinos
- Fresh Salads
- Breakfast & Lunch ALL DAY!

Connect the Dots!
PEG in for the big test...staff for our big exams...students all the way back to the core classes and coursework...not to mention the old school and classic entries...the big choice, if you cut all the nonsense...you might well look like a British man.

Sagittarius
You will have the value of your choice at exactly 5:27 Saturday night. You will use that power to prank that one professor you can’t stand. That’s why your hair is so big. It’s full of secrets.

Aries
Let’s be honest, your recent birthday probably wasn’t that great. Take this time to develop better partying skills. Scrabble isn’t the best choice. If you cut all the nonsense...you might well look like a British man.

Taurus
Every time someone says bills to you today, you must respond by saying...FREE ONLINE AIDS. There is no need to ask students, faculty & staff if they use any of your emails or addresses. Questions or special requests, contact Kristine Capp via 777-7885 or email sacsafe@earthlink.net. • Office hours: M-F 8:30am-2:30pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Leo
You shall go on SGTV and碗ide yourself doing the “Gangnam Style” dance while singing “This Sexy and I Know It”. You will be extremely popular. Try not to make funny happen, it’s not going to happen.

Virgo
It’s that moment when you look forward to the next day of the week, and everyone is saying “This Sexy and I Know It”. Use caution, later learning. So you agree, you think you’re really pretty?

Libra
Use caution when flying on planes this time of year, as snakes are known to the warm weather and tend to hide in rails. A surplus of candy will be delivered to you in a week.

Scorpio
You will find two $100 bills outside of the Darth Moore School of Business. You will use these bills to buy everyone cookie cake on the third floor of the Russell House, room 333. People totally like Brutus not as much as they like Caesar.

Capricorn
Your life isn’t going to go right now. Of course, it’s not. Why else would you be reading horoscopes in a college newspaper? I wish I could take a cake filled with rainbows and smiles and everyone would cat and be happy.

Aquarius
You shall go on SGTV and think about doing the “Gangnam Style” dance while singing “This Sexy and I Know It”. You will be extremely popular. Try not to make funny happen, it’s not going to happen.

Capricorn
You will find two $100 bills outside of the Darth Moore School of Business. You will use these bills to buy everyone cookie cake on the third floor of the Russell House, room 333. People totally like Brutus not as much as they like Caesar.

Aries
Let’s be honest, your recent birthday probably wasn’t that great. Take this time to develop better partying skills. Scrabble isn’t the best choice. If you cut all the nonsense...you might well look like a British man.

Taurus
Every time someone says bills to you today, you must respond by saying...FREE ONLINE AIDS. There is no need to ask students, faculty & staff if they use any of your emails or addresses. Questions or special requests, contact Kristine Capp via 777-7885 or email sacsafe@earthlink.net. • Office hours: M-F 8:30am-2:30pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Leo
You shall go on SGTV and碗ide yourself doing the “Gangnam Style” dance while singing “This Sexy and I Know It”. You will be extremely popular. Try not to make funny happen, it’s not going to happen.

Virgo
It’s that moment when you look forward to the next day of the week, and everyone is saying “This Sexy and I Know It”. Use caution, later learning. So you agree, you think you’re really pretty?

Libra
Use caution when flying on planes this time of year, as snakes are known to the warm weather and tend to hide in rails. A surplus of candy will be delivered to you in a week.

Scorpio
You will find two $100 bills outside of the Darth Moore School of Business. You will use these bills to buy everyone cookie cake on the third floor of the Russell House, room 333. People totally like Brutus not as much as they like Caesar.

Capricorn
Your life isn’t going to go right now. Of course, it’s not. Why else would you be reading horoscopes in a college newspaper? I wish I could take a cake filled with rainbows and smiles and everyone would cat and be happy.

Aquarius
You shall go on SGTV and think about doing the “Gangnam Style” dance while singing “This Sexy and I Know It”. You will be extremely popular. Try not to make funny happen, it’s not going to happen.

Capricorn
You will find two $100 bills outside of the Darth Moore School of Business. You will use these bills to buy everyone cookie cake on the third floor of the Russell House, room 333. People totally like Brutus not as much as they like Caesar.

Aries
Let’s be honest, your recent birthday probably wasn’t that great. Take this time to develop better partying skills. Scrabble isn’t the best choice. If you cut all the nonsense...you might well look like a British man.
Athletic Endeavors
Monday, March 5, 2013

GONE TO CAROLINA...

Tigers hope to improve chance of winning state championship

Tony the Tiger

Clemson University announced over the weekend that it will relocate its campus across the North Carolina state line in order to improve its chances of winning a football state championship. The move comes after the Tigers lost four consecutive games to the University of North Carolina, most recently by a score of 27-17 at Chapel Hill.

"Losing is unacceptable to our fans," a university administrator said. "We have a long history of success in winning state championships, and it's time we set our sights on North Carolina."

Clemson holds a record of 11-9-1 in the all-time series against North Carolina. The two schools last met in 2011, and the Tigers defeated the Tar Heels 59-38. While Clemson is in the Atlantic Division of the Atlantic Coast Conference and UNC is in the Coastal division, the Tigers' relocation will result in a scheduling change that ensures the two schools will play annually.

USC officials were disappointed in the loss of the Gamecocks' post-Thanksgiving rivalry and said the university is exploring options for an in-state replacement to play in the South Carolina state championship.

USC is among the schools being considered after playing a close game at Williams-Brice Stadium last year. The Gamecocks were tied at two-quarterfinals, although USC eventually won 24-7.

Clemson coaches have repeatedly said their team has trouble stopping Williard's triple-option offense. Asked whether he would like to see an annual game against the Territorial added to USC's schedule, one assistant coach said that particular team from the Uprights would pose a great challenge for his team to end the regular season.

Players wish their former rivals all the best in their transition.

A source in the Clowney camp said. "He couldn't play a sport that doesn't allow him to legally knock his opponent temporarily unconscious for a bump."

Clemson has asked to wear its traditional No. 7 on the diamond, a number listed as fellow football player Shon Carson's on the baseball roster. The two sides are currently discussing the number for the weekend. The logistics of the move have yet to be worked out, but both players to sport the number.

"This will only be a one-time thing, just for fun," a source in the Clowney camp said. "He couldn't play a sport that doesn't allow him to legally knock his opponent temporarily unconscious for a bump."

Clemson players refused to admit South Carolina's offensive line will take part in, but he has expressed interest in stepping up for the May series against Georgia, not satisfied with terrorizing the Bulldog Athletics players in the football season. "I'm not sure if this is still allowed," a source close to the situation said. "But I don't want to be the guy to tell Shon Carson what to do... it's something I don't think we need to worry about."